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CONFERENCE OVERVIEW

SECAC (Southeastern College Art Conference) is a non-pro t organization that promotes the study and practice of the visual 
arts in higher education on a national basis. SECAC facilitates cooperation and fosters on-going dialog about pertinent creative, 
scholarly and educational issues among teachers and administrators in universities, colleges, community colleges,
professional art schools, and museums; and among independent artists and scholars.

NAME OF PRESENTATION AND ABSTRACT

Intersections of Tradition and Technology=Experimental Typography

As educators, we are on a continuous quest to find new means and methods with which to communicate, enlighten
and connect with students. Introducing today’s digital native students to the world of typography is exciting and challenging.
Students with no previous exposure or experience with typography struggle to imagine picas and points, type high and other 
terms from “old school” terminology and technology.  Since a comprehensive understanding of typography is essential to 
becoming a graphic designer, it is the instructor’s responsibility to ensure that students have a solid foundation. 

The challenge for the instructor is to introduce students to information such as the evolution and history of typography, 
fundamental terminology and principles and traditional and emerging technologies in a manner that is understandable, 
memorable and useful. This presentation highlights an introductory Typography project that reinforces information
learned in the classroom; applying it to an pragmatic and interactive type design problem.

Students begin the project by researching an existing typeface as a point of departure. They investigate the time period, 
category, designer or foundry and intended purpose of their typeface. After this is concluded, students analyze and evaluate 
the strengths and weaknesses and unique characteristics of their typefaces to determine a design direction for their new 
letterform grouping. Students select a group of similar letters (such as n, h, r, m and u) as a prototype of their own alphabet. 
After producing considerable volumes of hand-lettered sketches, students take the strongest options and proceed to digital 
renderings. The process of exploration and refinement is paired with peer review and instructor critique. The final deliverable
is a cohesive letter grouping presented in both print and digital format to the entire class and external experts. 

TYPE OF PRESENTATION

Poster Presentation


